
VSB Pro – Using the Video Spinner 

What is the Video Spinner 
With the help of the Video Spinner module you can generate unique copies of the same video. YouTube 

has a very simply algorithm that will detect duplicated videos but if you will spin your videos using the 

Video Spinner, you will be able to upload the same video multiple times. 

To make sure that your video is 100% unique, make sure you select the option “Edit the video”. The 

option “Append random numbers to file” will simply open the file and add a random number to the end 

of the video file (like you would edit a simple text file with notepad). 

 Adding videos 

 

The first thing you need to do to start using the Video Spinner is to add the videos you want to spin to 

your list. 

You can add a single video file by clicking on “Add single video” 

If you want to add all video files from a specific directory, click on “Add folder with videos” and all the 

videos from that directory will be added to your list. 

After you add videos, they should appear in the list called “Video” (from the right of the interface). 

Editing the videos 

 

Check the option “Edit the video” and you will be able to modify all the editor options. 



 

1.To change the audio of all the video files from your list, check the option “Change Audio”. 

 

After you check this option, you need to Click on Browse and select the audio file that will be added to 

the videos. By checking the option “Pick random file form folder”, if you have multiple audio files in the 

folder that you browsed earlier, VSB Pro will randomly select an audio file for every video from your list. 

Let’s say you have 5 videos in your list, and you have 3 audio files in the directory. If the option “Pick 

random file from folder” is checked, VSB Pro will add the audio files like this: 

Video 1 – Audio 1, Video 2- Audio 2, Video 3- Audio 3, Video 4- Audio 1, Video 5- Audio 2 

2. You have the option to add an image or text watermark (overlay) over the video. Simply check one of 

the 2 options and fill in the text, text color, background color. 

Also, select the position that the watermark will have in the video. 

3. You can also cut time from the start of the video. Make sure that the video is larger (in time) than the 

amount of seconds you will cut. If you check the option “Cut form start”, you need to enter a range of 

seconds (from 10 to 30) and Video Spin Blaster Pro will cut a random amount of seconds from the start 

or the video. The same thing goes for the function “Cut from end of video”. 

4. When editing the video, the video will be re-encoded. If you want the video to have the best quality 

(like original), select the value 10. This will make the encoding process a lot slower and the end file will 

be larger than the original video file. I recommend using a value of 6-8 . 



 

Spinning the videos 
The last thing you need to do is start spinning the videos: 

 

First, select an Output directory. VSB Pro will save the spun video files in this directory. 
!Important: Make sure that the output directory is different than the input files directory. Let’s say you added a video file from 

c:\MyVideos, make sure that the output directory is different than c:\MyVideos  

Since Video Spin Blaster Pro can spin a video multiple times, you have the option to generate multiple 

unique copies of the same video. Change the option “Generate X unique copies of the video” to the 

number of videos you want to create. So let’s say you want 10 unique copies of the same video, than 

you should enter the number 10 in the “Generate X” field. 

If you have 10 videos in your list and you want 10 unique copies for all videos, than Video Spin Blaster 

Pro will make 100 video files in total 


